Similarity Search of Flexible 3D Molecules Combining Local and Global Shape Descriptors.
In this paper, a framework for shape-based similarity search of 3D molecular structures is presented. The proposed framework exploits simultaneously the discriminative capabilities of a global, a local, and a hybrid local-global shape feature to produce a geometric descriptor that achieves higher retrieval accuracy than each feature does separately. Global and hybrid features are extracted using pairwise computations of diffusion distances between the points of the molecular surface, while the local feature is based on accumulating pairwise relations among oriented surface points into local histograms. The local features are integrated into a global descriptor vector using the bag-of-features approach. Due to the intrinsic property of its constituting shape features to be invariant to articulations of the 3D objects, the framework is appropriate for similarity search of flexible 3D molecules, while at the same time it is also accurate in retrieving rigid 3D molecules. The proposed framework is evaluated in flexible and rigid shape matching of 3D protein structures as well as in shape-based virtual screening of large ligand databases with quite promising results.